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Remnants ofa
colonial past
Segregation wasn't just cultural; it was detrimental to
the ethos of how life functioned in rural Sindh

By Themrise Khan

KIIAIBPUR (1995-1997): Khairpur
District held many surprises. I discovered
its princely past (and its princes) visiting
the opulent Fbiz Mahal, a must see for all
foreign visitors as we later concluded. I also
discovered the other rnahal in the city-
Kaak Mahal-the ultimate dining
experience of the city.

Khairpur was also home to the shrine of
Sachal Sarmast and the majestic Kot Ddi
Fort, still reasonably preserved. Paqi gulla,
meaning five roads, was the main bazaar-a
circular clock tower, the first of the many
clock towers that I would see in the various
cities of Sindh, surrounded by five roads
leading to different parts of the city.
Brimming with life, its cramped roads
screamed with semi-urban euphoria. Thxis
scraped sides with indifferent donkey carts
and rickshaws. The odd government and
wadera four-wheelers battled for space
(and got it) from time to time. Vendors sold
their wares noisily. Flies buzzing, the
temperature soaring. It could have been
Delhi Colony in Karachi. Except that we
never saw any women.

Outside this bazaar, the city slept
peacefirlly. This was where I first heard the
late Pathaney Khan perform live at the
Radio Khairpur auditorium. This was where
I was hastily jostled onto my first Pakistan
Railways train one early morning. Eight
hours in a cramped and dusty compartment
in economy class, sharing a seat with a
family frorn Fbisalabad. I had managed to
find a comfortable space in another
compartment, but the conductor insisted
that I had to sit with the "laddy's".
Segregation is a hot topic in these parts.

This was also where I was first
introduced to the concept of 'male
communalism'. It began harmlessly enough,
driving by the small wayside hotels where
groups of men gathered, sitting in a
classroom style, staring up at a TV screen.
But it grew to embody thevery lifestyle that
showcased these parts. Segregation wasn't
just cultural; it was detrimental to the ethos
of how life functioned here, as I later,learnt
the hard way. It was how I first managed to

follow the course of a day in a rural
woman's life. Flom her rise at dawn, to her
slumber at midnight.

I saw how government functioned here,
or rather, didn't function. The dilapidated
and rather curious corners of the district
government headquarters, many remnarits
from the colonial era, stood forlornly facing
the mdn road leading out of Khairpur Clty.
Yellow brick inside and outside. Its
inhabitants having ereated a world and
language of their own among the rickety
tables and few scattered chairs. Of course,
visiting the District Commissioner's office
was a different picture altogether. Who said
colonialism is over?

Sindh is where the buffalo roamed. And
Khairpur was orily one of the many places
where it didn't just roam; it submerged
itself. The main canal that cut through the
city, sheltered by overhanging trees
cascading into the water, was refuge to not
just hot and sweaty children, but to agitated
and bored buffaloes. Their black hideb
pierced the water at strategic locations all
across. The nostrils, the spine and the tail.
Everything else was left to the imagination.
I called them the I{hairpur Canal monsters.
Wherever there was water, you couldn't.
escape them.

This is just a brief glimpse of what I saw
during my two years in Khairpur. It is not
enough. It is never enough. But then again,
there was a lot more that future had in
store for me.
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